WICKED AURA
SOMETHING WICKED
Now, here’s a li’l song from the wickedboys
to all the wicked people all around the world.
Movin and steppin in time, absorbing the rhyme, feelin the love unfurl.
Black, White, Latin or Asian, ain’t no discrimination, just appreciation.
We talkin bout unification.
Move in just a li’l closer, feel the rhythm deeper.
Just a li’l closer, feel the rhythm deeper
Just a li’l closer, feel the rhythm deeper
Just a li’l closer, feel the rhythm…
Pre chorus
All across the nation!
Station to station!
It’s a wicked situation!
Everybody pay close attention!
Chorus
We gonna bring it to you –
FIRE FIRE FIRE!
We gonna work it out –
NA NA NAH!
Feel the heat and the –
POWER! POWER! POWER!
The brothers’ gonna work it out –
NA NA NAH!
Now the wickedboys are on cruise control
the black, the green and a li’l touch of gold.
Drums in your face and the attitude bold.
Funk, samba, reggae, batucada, rocknroll!
This is music for the masses. For people to move, to groove,
sway their hips and shake their asses.
Your head, your shoulders, your rump and feet
will gravitate to the pull of the Wicked Aura beat!
Polyrhythmic, ultramatic, automatically ecstatic.
Strong yet subtle, indisputably orgasmic.
We be drummin and boppin, and pushin just a li’l further.
Just to see you shake it with a li’l extra fervour…
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WICKED AURA
SOMETHING WICKED
Pre Chorus
All across the nation!
Station to station!
It’s a wicked situation!
Everybody pay close attention!
Chorus
We gonna bring it to you
FIRE FIRE FIRE!
We gonna work it out
NA NA NAH!
Feel the heat and the
POWER! POWER! POWER!
The brothers’ gonna work it out
NA NA NAH!
Bridge
You feel something deep within you,
that you just can’t keep inside.
It’ll move you and it makes you.
break on thru the other side.
Feel the music of tomorrow,
taste the rhythm of today.
Away with all your sorrows,
feel the Wicked Aura coming your way...
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